BEYCO
“Beyond Coffee” is a global coffee connection and trading platform based on blockchain
technology. Beyco makes it easier to trade and creates transparency in the worldwide coffee
supply chain. It is free to use for coffee buyers and sellers. Roasters and traders can register as
buyers. Producer organizations, cooperatives, associations and farmer companies can register
as sellers.
Beyco is created in order to respond to the needs from coffee sellers to get in touch with
international buyers and to the demand from coffee buyers to find reliable partners. Buyers
and sellers from all over the world can connect directly with each other and trade their coffee
on Beyco. By trading through the platform, data is stored safely and can be shared privately
with other partners. This helps sellers and buyers to build up a track record and have all their
information in a clear overview. Being transparent by sharing data and creating direct
connections generates trust among all stakeholders. Existing relationships can be digitalized to
generate a track record as well. Curious how you could use Beyco? Register now on
www.beyco.nl or get in touch with us!

REGISTER

CONNECT

TRADE

Beyco is developed by Progreso Foundation, a Dutch non-profit organization that supports coffee
and cocoa sellers (producer organizations, cooperatives, associations and farmer companies) with
becoming professional and sustainable businesses. We are active in Latin America, Africa and Asia.
As an independent neutral party, Progreso is owner of Beyco and manages the platform.
Visit www.progreso.nl.

Beyco facilitates

Access to market through direct trade
relationships for both coffee buyers
and sellers
Efficiency in communication and trade
Easy data sharing among different
stakeholders
Transparency in the supply chain:
insights in coffee and cash flows
Credibility of contracts closed between
parties
Creating trust by generating track
records for producer organizations and
their members
Access to finance through easy sharing
of these track records with financiers

Why would I trade through
Beyco?

Direct access to worldwide coffee
buyers and sellers
Efficient communication through realtime data sharing
Safe storage of data through blockchain
technology
Creating a track record of your
tradesIndependent platform, a network
of trusted parties
Visualization of contract details on a
public map helps with reliability of that
data
No costs involved for buyers and sellers,
it is free to join and use the platform

NEWS

Stay up to date with the latest news and
the next steps in development of Beyco.

CONNECT TODAY

Beyco is free to use for coffee buyers and
sellers. Visit www.beyco.nl or contact us at
beyco@progreso.nl!

